
Dress Rehearsal:  Saturday, June 11th @ NHPA II 
We ask for all dancers to attend Dress Rehearsal. 


The value of practicing in front of a mini audience and in their recital costumes is a great benefit for 
their confidence before they take the stage!!  


Dress Rehearsal Times 
****Please pay close attention to which Show your dancer is performing in, so you arrive at the correct time**** 

Show I: Show II: 
11:00am: Call Time for Level III,IV,V 2:00pm: Call Time for Level III,IV,V 
11:30am:  Call Time for all other levels 2:30pm:  Call Time for all other levels 
11:45am:  Call Time for Tuesday 3-4yr.  2:45pm:  Call Time for Wed. 3-4yr. 
12:00-1:15pm:  Show I Dress Rehearsal 3:00-4:15pm: Show II Dress Rehearsal 

Separation of Shows is listed on our website or you can click here.  

Line-ups will be posted soon on the website at www.nhpa2dance.com.  


Come to Dress Rehearsal dressed in your 1st costume with a coverup over the costume.

Hair needs to be done as "Required" for your class level, but make-up is optional. We will 
run through the dress rehearsal as quickly as possible, but there might be some small delays 
as we work out the flow of the show. Dress Rehearsal is closed to observers.  Only 
designated Backstage Moms will be allowed in the studio during Dress Rehearsal.


Dress Rehearsal Reminders:   
Costumes 
Please take special care of your costumes! Hang them and protect them always!!  Please double 
check that you have all your hair supplies, correct shoes and undergarments for Dress Rehearsal. 

-DO NOT WASH ANY COSTUMES, If you have any questions on how to clean your dancers' 
costumes, please contact the Teachers.

-NO Underwear under any costume unless they are skin tone color. 

-NO Extra Jewelry allowed! Small rhinestone or diamond studs in the ears are okay to wear, but no 
large earrings, necklaces, bracelets or rings! 

-NO Toenail or Fingernail Polish! 
-Wear A Cover-up over your dance costume ALWAYS, especially to and from the theatre & NHPA II.


-Write your dancers' initials or name in all their dance shoes, tights and costume pieces. 
Please have a dance bag to pack all your dancers' necessities for the Dress Rehearsal and Recital 
so their items don't get lost in the dressing room.  Please cut out any tags that have the potential of 
showing onstage.


Dressing Rooms 
-Female dancers will change in the Small Studio during Dress Rehearsal. 

-Boys will change in the office or portable shed.  

-No Boys or Men allowed in the Girls' Dressing Room at any time!!  

-Class Signs will be posted in the dressing room to help keep the dancers organized with their class.  

-NO Changing in the Bathrooms!  We need to keep the bathrooms available for bathroom use only!

	 **Dancers need to be comfortable changing with other female dancers.  Please talk to your 	
	 dancer about changing and if they do not feel comfortable changing in the dressing room 
then please pack an oversized coverup for your dancer so they can cover their body and Change 
Quickly!


Glasses  

If your dancer wears contacts or is not going to wear glasses on stage, they do need to practice at 
Dress Rehearsal without their glasses on.  If they choose to wear their glasses on stage, they need 
to be secured so they don’t fall off during their performance.


*******************************************************************************************************************************

Please pay close attention to which Show your dancer is performing in,  

so you arrive at the correct times.  


***Please Note: Call Times for Dress Rehearsal are different than Recital Call Times on June 18th***

http://www.nhpa2dance.com/resources/SepShowB.pdf
https://sable.madmimi.com/c/12858?id=75802.11101.1.1905e55dbe60326ba4c884b2ed07c36f

